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The article is tremendous to see from the perspective of religious epistemology, the actual happening in the Indonesian context, cultural context, and the sociology of religion concept. The author also blends those theories in the single mindset that religious epistemology involves much of the family's economic decisions. The author also has explained the sociology of religion in the light of Bourdieu to see how the arena works to gain capital. However, this article could consider two points:

1. The work of governmentality by Foucault can be considered as the analysis in running of Plecit Bank activities in the traditional Indonesian market. The reason is that the Indonesian government also intervenes in this market to see economic growth as a national indicator.

2. According to Bourdieu, the arena may be explored as the symbolic struggle to bind the social relation in the Indonesian kinship cultural value. Therefore, the plecit bank activities are the most prioritized for the middle-lower economic people.

3. Trust theory by Fukuyama and Durkheim is also good to be considered in binding the social relation for this article.